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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Simulation of Bilinear Flow in Single Matrix Block Drainage. (December 2003) 

Romi Triaji Branajaya, B.S., Trisakti University, Jakarta, Indonesia 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Robert A. Wattenbarger 
 
 
 

This thesis presents modeling of bilinear flow in tight gas wells and its behavior 

on single matrix block drainage. 

 The objectives of this research are to: simulate a tight gas well using matrix 

block drainage under constant production pwf and with a constant production rate; be 

able to predict the behavior of matrix block drainage; study the effect of natural 

fracture(s) near a well; examine the matrix block drainage in a natural fracture network; 

and to validate a matrix block drainage model with a hydraulic fracture analytical 

solution. 

Two different production scenarios, constant pwf and constant rate, are assigned 

to a tight gas well in matrix block drainage. Matrix block drainage has two distinct 

permeabilities; a low permeability matrix serves as the tight gas reservoir with a high 

permeability streak surrounding the matrix. A well only produces from the high 

permeability fracture. 

Models were run with different sensitivity cases toward fracture half length, xf, 

and fracture permeability kf,. The fracture half-length reflects on a/b aspect ratio. The 

analytical solution for hydraulic fracture developed by Cinco-Ley and Guppy serves as 

the validation of matrix block drainage. 

Analysis on the flow regimes which occurred for different geometries and 

properties are provided. The log-log diagnostic plot of pseudo-pressure drop/gas rates 

and the log-log plot of dimensionless pressure derivatives and dimensionless reciprocal 

production rates are presented. Finally, an attempt to normalize the late time and early 

time of all geometries and properties is presented to obtain one analytical solution. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION* 

 

In this chapter we explain the scope of our work. We start with the problem 

description and objective of the research. Previous works done by many authors are 

presented in chapter two as literature review. Chapter three will focus on the research 

result. Discussion of the result will follow in chapter four, finally, some conclusion in 

the last chapter. 

 

1.1 Tight gas reservoirs 

Tight gas reservoirs are defined as a gas reservoir, which cannot produce 

commercial quantity of gas at economical rate unless massive stimulation and/or 

fracturing treatments are successfully designed and implemented. Usually tight gas 

reservoirs have matrix permeability less than 0.1 md.  

The U.S. Energy Information Administration estimates that overall energy 

consumption will rise 60% during 1997-2020 with natural gas being the fastest growing 

component of the primary world energy. Currently many countries use natural gas as the 

primary source of imported energy, while at the same time gas exporting countries have 

developed gas reserves and transportation infrastructure to meet the demand for natural 

gas. 

 

1.2 Bilinear flow 

Bilinear flow is flow regime resulting from combined simultaneous linear flow 

from matrix to fracture in perpendicular direction and in the fracture. Bilinear flow is 

characterized by quarter slope line when pressure or reciprocal of production data are 

plotted versus time on a log-log plot. Several authors have discussed the occurrence of 

bilinear flow. This flow regime encountered in hydraulic fracture and naturally fractured 

well, it is especially an important flow regime associated with production from tight gas 

reservoirs. 

                                                           
This thesis follows the style and format of Journal of Petroleum Technology. 
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1.3 Problem description 

The emphasis will be placed on long-term bilinear flow. Field examples of 

bilinear flow encountered at Ouray 34-79 well, Castelgate, Utah. The well shows long-

term bilinear flow more than a year as shown by m = ¼ in Fig. 1-1. Ouray 34-79 is 

producing from a tight gas well with permeability of 0.0193 md. Questions arise when 

we try to predict the long-term behavior of the well with simulation. The reservoir is 

suspected producing form natural fractures throughout production time. This research 

project is intended to simulate bilinear flow with single low permeability matrix block 

model surrounded by high permeability fracture and how it can be fitted in to the whole 

reservoir behavior. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1-1 − Ouray 34-79 ∆m(p)/qg (psia2-D/Mscf-cp) vs time 
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1.4 Background and motivation 

Predicting the flow regimes from a tight gas well require total information or 

reservoir definition and fluid-rock properties among other parameters. 

Cinco-Ley and Samaniego1 first introduce the idea of bilinear flow in hydraulic 

fractured well. They showed analytical solution to describe bilinear flow. To best of our 

knowledge not much too much has been written concerning what causes the long-term 

transient performance and production analysis of tight gas wells. The subject and the 

purpose of this research is to investigate long-term bilinear flow in tight gas wells using 

simulation and verify the behavior of the model with Cinco-Ley’s analytical solution. 

Discussion about physical scenarios that cause bilinear flow under either constant 

flowing bottom hole pressure or constant rate production is presented.  

Wattenbarger2 presented linear analytical solutions for fractured wells 

rectangular reservoir geometry. Type curves and equations to analyze long-term linear 

flow performance of tight gas wells under either constant flowing bottom hole pressure 

or constant rate production is developed.  

A model similar to dual porosity Warren and Root3 is developed. We use matrix 

block drainage with low permeability surrounded by high permeability fracture and the 

well only producing from the fracture.  

 

1.5 Objectives and procedures 

The objectives of this research are: 

(1) Study the long-term behavior of tight gas well 

(2) Simulate flow behavior in naturally fracture reservoir with matrix block drainage 

model 

(3) Be able to predict matrix block drainage behavior 

(4) Validate the simulation result with the analytical solution 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with literature review on several different areas of flow 

dynamic studied and documented in the past.  It serves as the basic fundamentals to the 

current research. We shall start with the occurrence of the bilinear flow and linear flow. 

These will present also the analytical solution and the graphical analysis. We shall then 

discuss reservoir and well geometries and flow regimes associated. Finally the last 

section focuses on the miscellaneous references relevant to petroleum engineering.  

 

2.2 Flow geometries 

Several flow regimes occur in different reservoir models and sometime in a given 

model but at different times depending on reservoir and well characteristics. Each flow 

regime gives distinctive shape to a pressure and pressure derivative response. Log-log 

diagnostic plot first presented by Bourdet et al4 is used to identify the data for straight-

line analysis of various flow regimes and then appropriate plotting procedure for 

straight-line analysis is used. 

 

2.2.1 Bilinear flow 

Bilinear flow is detected in hydraulically fracture and natural fractured 

reservoirs. Long-term bilinear flow has been discussed widely in petroleum literature1,5,6. 

Long-term bilinear behavior has been recognized in some tight basins that produce 

gas7,8,9.  

Some conditions causing bilinear flow are: a vertical well between two parallel 

leaky boundaries due to faulting or sedimentary process, a vertical well near a high 

conductivity infinite fault, a vertical well with a finite conductivity fracture10,11,a 

horizontal well in a fractured reservoir with transient dual porosity behavior during the 

intermediate linear flow period, a horizontal well in a layered, with transient dual 
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porosity behavior during the intermediate linear flow period and linear reservoir with 

transient dual porosity behavior. 

Some authors discussed the occurrence of bilinear flow regime in reservoirs. 

Some of them presented models, solutions, and type curves under different conditions 

for both homogeneous and dual porosity reservoirs1,5,12,13. Among these, the following 

sources from the literature report the occurrence of bilinear flow regime in some 

reservoirs. 

Cinco-Ley and Samaniego1 introduced the idea of bilinear flow in petroleum 

reservoirs. They found that a plot of pwf vs 4 t  yields a straight line whose slope depends 

upon the group ff wkh  where hf, w and kf are the height, width and permeability of the 

fracture respectively. This was introduced as part of graphical method provided to 

analyze pressure data, for cases of well intersecting a vertical fracture of low and 

intermediate conductivities at early times. The author concluded that bilinear flow model 

is appropriate for analyzing pressure data whenever the formation permeability is too 

low and the fracture length is large, because under these conditions, the dimensionless 

fracture conductivity and the dimensionless time corresponding to practical values of 

real time are within the range of application of this technique. 

Cinco-Ley and Meng5 studied a well with finite conductivity vertical fracture in a 

dual porosity reservoir. They found that in the transient matrix flow model the pressure 

behavior exhibits a 1/8 slope in a log-log plot during the bilinear flow dominated by 

transition period of the fluid transfer. Hence, a graph of pressure vs t1/8 yields a straight 

line passing trough the origin. During pseduolinear flow, and if the fluid transfer is in the 

transition period, a log-log graph of the pressure versus time exhibits ¼ slope straight 

line. This proves that a graph of t versus t1/4 yields a straight line. Hence, it is concluded 

that bilinear flow is not the only type of flow that exhibits the one-quarter-slope type of 

behavior. 

Cinco-Ley et al.6 showed that the transient pressure behavior for a well with a 

low conductivity vertical fracture (Fcd ≤ 0.1) exhibits three flow periods bilinear flow, 

transient period, and pseudo-radial period. 
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Spivey and Lee14 outlined the technique for identifying flow regimes from their 

characteristic pressure and pressure derivative responses, and provide methods for 

selecting data and the appropriate plotting procedure for straight line analysis of each 

flow regime. Each flow regime causes a pressure and pressure derivative response with a 

characteristic shape. The shape of the pressure derivative response is determined bye the 

current flow regime, while the pressure response is also affected by all preceding flow 

regimes. Because of this, the presence of particular flow regime is often inferred from 

the shape of the pressure derivative. 

England et al.15 focused on the comparison of the performance of conventionally 

fractured wells and those that have not been completed with the treated water and low 

propane concentration (“waterfrac”) technique. A new evaluation technique for 

comparing the effectiveness of the treatments utilizing production data is introduced. 

Specialized diagnostic, performance history matching with analytic solution and 

specialized type curve analyses have been used for several areas to estimate the fracture 

and formation properties of bilinear, formation linear and pseduoradial flow regimes. 

Kern et al.16 presented semi-analytic solution unsteady state flow behavior of a 

well intersecting a vertical fracture for case of constant pressure well. Analytic solutions 

are also presented for defining certain portions of the early time data for various types of 

fracture conductivity. A graphical technique is provided to analyze rate data by plotting 

a graph of 1/q versus t1/4 to yield straight line with a slope, which is proportional to the 

fracture conductivity. 

 

2.2.2 Linear flow 

Linear flow behavior has been detected in almost all tight basins that produce gas 

in low permeability reservoirs7,17,18,19,20,21. Linear reservoirs are those reservoirs which 

show predominantly linear flow because of the shape of the reservoir. This situation may 

occur in vertically fractured vertical wells whose fractures extend literally to the 

reservoir boundaries. It may also occur in horizontal natural fractures and high 

permeability streaks. In this case, the linear flow will develop in the vertical direction. 

Such reservoir may develop linear flow from the start of production. 
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Stright and Gordon7 described long-term linear performance on tight gas wells in 

the Picenace basin, which did not have particularly large fracture treatments. They 

observed that this linear flow behavior for many years indicated that fracture lengths are 

much longer than would be expected from hydraulic fracturing treatments. They 

discussed that if a log-log diagnostic plot qg versus t for the first or two years of 

production has a half slope, and then a t  extrapolating technique would be used for qg 

forecasting. They suggested that boundary dominated effects can be represented by an 

exponential decline curve. 

Kohlhaas and Abbot17 explained that linear flow conditions develop early in the 

life of the well, which has been hydraulically fractured. After, this early linear flow 

regime is followed by early radial flow. Then, late linear flow may develop due to 

certain configurations of reservoir geometry. Some conditions in which a late flow 

regime would develop are channel sands, bar sands, edge or bottom-water-drive 

reservoirs. Wells between parallel faults, horst, and stratified reservoirs in which low-

permeability layers drain into high permeability layers then radial to well bore. They 

developed techniques for analyzing spherical and linear flow. They also suggested that 

the pressure data should be graphed in different plots to help identify and recognize the 

different flow regimes. 

El-Banbi and Wattenbarger19 presented a practical approach to analyze both 

pressure (well testing) and production (decline curve analysis) data, which are 

influenced by linear flow. They pointed out that constant rate solutions are different 

from the constant pressure solution and the use of wrong equations in the analysis of 

tight gas wells may result in errors as highs as 60%. They also showed the application of 

techniques in analyzing actual production data. 

Arévalo and Wattenbarger21 reported recent results of an ongoing study of the 

daily production rates and wellhead pressure of six fractured tight gas wells in Utah. 

Through production analysis, they identified and interpreted the flow periods by using 

diagnostic and specialized plots of pressure and production data. Then, they evaluated 

reservoir properties in function of observed transient performance. They would expect 

that these wells would show the following transient period: early linear, then bilinear, 
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and then late linear flow. They concluded that in low permeability reservoirs there are 

natural paths of higher permeability/conductivity. These may be natural streaks of higher 

permeability or maybe natural fractures. The authors would expect that a number of such 

higher permeability streaks are present in the vicinity of any well but may not be 

connected to the well bore. 

Muskat22 discussed steady-state single phase and multiphase linear flow systems 

and their pressure distribution. He also shows linear flow geometries in terms of core 

analysis and line-derivative networks applied to secondary recovery. 

Miller23 presented the theory of unsteady state influx water in linear systems of 

oil reservoirs and fluid connected aquifers. His work is considered the classical paper in 

linear flow theory. He presented the analytical solutions for both infinite and finite 

aquifers. Constant-rate and constant pressure cases were defined and solved analytically. 

The solution results were plotted in a usable graphical form. The author also explained 

the concept of superposition and worked some numerical example to illustrate the use of 

his results. The constant pressure solutions were presented in a form to calculate 

cumulative water influx as a function of time. 

Nabor and Barham24 generalized Miller’s solutions in dimensionless variables 

and derived solutions for constant pressure outer boundary case. Dimensionless time 

transformation is presented to reduce the analytical solutions to only three working 

curves corresponding to closed outer boundary, infinite acting, and constant pressure 

outer boundary. By the use of these curves and the appropriate equations, the water 

influx or the pressure drop at the aquifer reservoir boundary can be easily calculated for 

linear reservoir. 

Wattenbarger et al.25 and Wattenbarger18 found that some literature author did 

not use correct equations in analyzing data under constant flowing bottom hole pressure. 

They noticed that analytical solutions for constant bottom hole flowing pressure 

production and constant rate production are not the same. They mentioned that only a 

constant rate production equation in gas well is well known. Then, they adapted linear 

solution of Miller23 and Nabor and Barham24 for fractured wells in rectangular geometry 

for both constant rate and constant pressure cases for linear flow in rectangle. The author 
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developed correct transient and stabilized linear equations plus infinite series. Similarly, 

a methodology for estimating cAk  product and original gas in place, OGIP, for tight 

gas reservoir was developed. 

Economides et a26 used a parallelpiped model with no-flow boundaries on five 

sides and a constant pressure boundary at the bottom to analyze pressure transient data 

of fractured geothermal steam wells. They modeled the fracture system as a rectangular 

shaped source. They used type curve matching technique to illustrate the use of the 

model in analyzing field data. 

Wagner et al.27 used source and Green’s functions to develop type curves for 

fractured wells in linear reservoirs. They looked at the case where the fracture is parallel 

to the reservoir linear boundaries. They showed that linear flow develops in such 

reservoirs. 

Ammer et al.28 used log-log plot of cumulative gas produced versus time to 

analyze the production mechanisms of 284 producing wells in the Clinton formation of 

eastern Ohio. The production characteristics signified that the sandstone exhibits linear 

flow (1/2) slope in 48% of the wells. Nearly all of the intermediate slopes were close-

linear slopes. The authors explained that a correlation of slope with the environment of 

deposition was established. They mentioned that an intermediate flow is indicative of a 

well draining multiple layers with different flow characteristic. 

 

2.3 Reservoir geometries and associated flow regimes 

 

2.3.1 Hydraulic fractured wells 

 Prats et.al29 presented analytical solution for constant pressure and constant rate 

cases for a cylindrical, homogeneous, isotropic reservoir with a vertical well intersected 

by an infinite conductivity vertical fracture that fully penetrates the formation. It was 

found that both constant rate and constant pressure case can be modeled by an elliptical 

reservoir with larger effective well bore radius of about one fourth of the total fracture 

length or one half the fracture wing  
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 Prats and Levine30 investigated the possibility of using numerical technique to 

study the two space variable flow behavior resulting from a vertical fracture. Results are 

discussed first in terms of specific reservoir and crude properties and geometries. Later 

dimensionless parameters are introduced in order to extend results to different values of 

some of the reservoir and fracture properties. 

 Russel and Truitt31 presented numerical solution to a vertical fractured well with 

an infinite conductivity fracture, in the center of a square, homogeneous, isotropic, 

uniform thickness reservoir filled with a low, constant compressibility fluid is presented. 

The diffusivity equation was discretized and solved numerically with no flow boundaries 

for the edges of the reservoir and a constant rate at the well bore with no pressure drops 

along the fracture. The transient flow regime is characterized by region near the fracture 

where flow is linear and region away from the fracture where flow is pseduo radial. 

 Wattenbargber and Ramey32 found that the drawdown testing method for 

vertically fractured wells can be extended to the real gas case by using the pseduo-

pressure function. They also showed that the calculated kh will tend to be too high in the 

absence of turbulence. They also developed rules to identify the end of linear flow and 

start of radial flow. A two dimensional simulator is developed that used pseduo-pressure 

as solution variable. 

 Morse and Von Goten33 studied the productivity index ratio between the 

fractured cases and the unfractured pseduo steady state cases, it showed a decrease with 

time till stabilization (pseduo steady state productivity index). The productivity index 

ratio increases very rapidly as the fracture penetration xf/xe increases. For constant 

pressure cases a 2D numerical simulation was run. The result show again that the larger 

the xf/xe the larger the increase in the productivity index ratio.  

 Agarwal34 introduced a time transformation function to account for the variation 

of gas viscosity and compressibility as a function of pressure, which in turn is a function 

of time. Unlike the real pseduopressure, this transformation is approximate. However, it 

is useful in analyzing pressure buildup tests in massive hydraulic fractured wells. The 

author suggested the use of initial pressure at the start of the buildup test as a reference 

point. He also showed that with the use of the pseduo pressure pseduo time analysis, one 
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can analyze buildup test for gas wells more efficiently than with the use of pseduo-

pressure alone. 

 Raghavan et al.35 presented new correlations to determine the long-time 

performance of a multiply-fractured, horizontal system. They presented the result based 

on the purpose of fracturing horizontal well is to create a system such that the long-time 

performance of the horizontal well will be equivalent to that of a fractured well with a 

specific conductivity and fracture length equal to distance between the two outermost 

fractures. 

  

2.3.2 Naturally fractured reservoirs  

 Naturally fractured reservoirs are often encountered in petroleum reservoirs 

especially tight gas reservoirs. They are usually modeled with anisotropic models or dual 

porosity models. Dual porosity models are used to describe the behavior of reservoirs 

that are composed of two media with distinctive properties. One medium is the fracture 

system. The fracture system has to be formed of a network of connected fractures, which 

are responsible for the flow capacity of the formation. In the mean time, the fracture 

system is characterized by a very low storage capacity. The other medium is matrix 

system. It is assumed that the matrix system does not contribute to the flow capacity of 

the formation but contains most of the fluid stored in the formation.  

 Warren and Root3 developed solutions for naturally fractured reservoirs based on 

idealized model of matrix cubes intersected by fractures. They assumed that naturally 

fractured reservoirs could be characterized by two different system: low storage high 

permeability fractures and high storage low permeability matrix. They assumed that the 

flow occurs only in the fractured system and the matrix feeds the fractures with a slightly 

compressible fluid. The interporosity flow (flow from matrix blocks to fractured system) 

is pseduo-steady-state flow. Their model is characterized by two parameters in addition 

to the parameters characterizing the homogeneous model. They used Laplace transform 

technique to solve the resulting partial differential equation. 

 Arnold et al.36 presented a method to estimate the effective directional 

permeability ratio and the direction of maximum and minimum permeability in 
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anisotropic reservoirs. Their method is based on a steady-state equation for 

homogeneous fluid flow and uses elliptical flow equations. The method requires bottom 

hole pressure to be recorded from three wells while a fourth well is being produced. The 

authors also cited examples from the literature that showed directional permeability at 

different magnitude. 

 Parsons37 studied the effect of fractures on overall permeability of the porous 

medium. He used two models in his study: a regular fracture-matrix model and a 

heterogeneous fracture system, which he solved numerically. He concluded that the 

gross single-phase flow behavior in naturally fractured porous rock is equivalent to that 

of an anisotropic permeability medium. 

 Prats38 studied analytically the effect of thin impermeable shale streaks and 

infinitely conductive fractures on permeability anisotropy of the reservoir. He showed 

that the anisotropy ratio can be correlated with fracture length and density of fractures. 

The solutions for impermeable streaks results in 90o oriented results of anisotropy 

compared with finite conductivity fracture use. 

 Locke and Sawyer39 used pressure transient testing in a naturally fractured 

reservoir to determine the direction of anisotropy. The test lasted for 32 days and no 

reservoir boundaries were observed. The authors developed a type curve for constant 

pressure case. They used superposition of the inverse of infinite conductivity vertical 

fracture solution for infinite acting reservoirs and numerical solutions for bounded 

reservoirs. 

 Odeh40 studied the behavior of naturally fractured reservoirs for infinite acting 

reservoirs. He assumed quasi-steady-state flow in the matrix. He used Laplace 

Transform technique to solve the problem. His solution is in the form of the Ei-solution 

with average properties. The results he obtained are similar to that of Warren and Root 

although the models are different. However, he concluded that for all practical purpose, 

one distinguishes between fractured and homogenous reservoirs from pressure build up 

and /or draw-down data. 

 Kazemi41 presented a model for naturally fractured reservoir based on transient 

interporosity flow in the matrix system. He solved the problem using numerical 
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techniques. He concluded that the two semi-log straight lines formed for the early time 

and late time regions were parallel. The difference between his model and that of Warren 

and Root is only in the transition period between fracture flow to total system flow. 

Kazemi also realized that the behavior of a fractured reservoir, as described by his mode 

was identical with the behavior of multi-layer reservoirs with cross-flow. 

 de Swaan42 presented a model for transient interporosity flow. He presented 

analytical solutions for both early time and the late time regions for infinite action 

reservoirs. The early time flow is governed by fracture flow and the late time flow is 

governed by the total system flow. He did not present the solution for the intermediate 

time which is the transition from fracture system flow to total system flow.  

 Aguilera43 presented equations for evaluation of linear flow in naturally fractured 

reservoirs. This situation might occur in the case of dual porosity systems, which are 

hydraulically fractured. He assumed that only fractures were flowing to the hydraulic 

fracture at constant rate an matrix block were feeding fluid to the fracture system. The 

hydraulic fracture was infinite conductivity. His solutions can be used for any 

interporosity flow model and for any matrix block shape. 

 Aguilera44 also presented methods for matching observed pressure data during 

draw-down or build up tests. He concluded that the transition period is difficult to 

handle. He reported that the half-slope line, indicative of linear flow, might be seen in 

the transition period if ω < 0.0099, for the stratum model. He concludes, however, that 

the differences between the different models are difficult to be seen on the actual data for 

most practical purposes. 

 Da Prat et al.45 developed solutions and type curves for decline curve analysis in 

naturally fractured reservoirs. The used the model of Warren and Root which assumed 

pseduo-steady-state interporosity flow. They solutions were presented for both infinite 

and finite reservoirs and were inverted from Laplace space numerically. For closed outer 

boundary reservoirs, they showed that the log-log plot of dimensionless cumulative rate 

versus dimensionless time would give unit slope line. The flow rate showed a rapid 

decline initially, became nearly constant for a period of time, and then a final decline in 

rate took a place. 
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 Gringarten46 presented a review of the methods of analysis of fractured reservoirs 

and aquifers in the geotechnical, ground-water and petroleum literature. He studied that 

there were two main approaches used for analyzing flow problems in fissured rocks. One 

based on representing the fracture formation as discontinuous medium, and considered 

individual fracture behavior and the exact geometry of the fissured system; the other 

assumed continuity and statically homogeneous rock and fluid properties. The models 

discussed included homogeneous, anisotropic, vertical fracture, horizontal fracture, and 

heterogeneous models. Heterogeneous included double porosity, multi layer and 

composite model. 

 Gringarten47 discussed different double porosity models and presented different 

type curves that were used in analyzing pressure transient data for those reservoirs. He 

concluded that fissured reservoirs and multi-layered reservoirs exhibited the same 

double porosity behavior. He showed that the two parallel semi-log straight line feature 

did not always exist. The author experience suggested that non-damaged in double 

porosity reservoirs exhibited a pseduo-skin factor of negative 3, and zero skin usually 

indicated a damaged well. He also concluded that fissured reservoirs could be 

distinguished from multi-layered reservoirs only if the well is not damaged nor acidized. 

He also showed that the two parameters used for characterizing double porosity behavior 

(λ and ω) might change with time for the same well because they depend on reservoirs 

and fluid properties. 
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CHAPTER III 

SIMULATION OF BILINEAR FLOW IN THE SINGLE MATRIX BLOCK 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Bilinear flow regimes have been discussed and reported in numbers of gas wells 

and is recognized by 4 t during transient flow. Some conditions causing bilinear flow 

are: a vertical well between two parallel leaky boundaries due to faulting or sedimentary 

process, a vertical well near a high conductivity infinite fault, a vertical well with a finite 

conductivity fracture8,9 ,a horizontal well in a fractured reservoir with transient dual 

porosity behavior during the intermediate linear flow period, a horizontal well in a 

layered with transient dual porosity behavior during the intermediate linear flow period 

and linear reservoir with transient dual porosity behavior. With all these various causes 

of long-term bilinear flow misinterpretation of production and pressure data may 

originate. 

In the first section of this chapter, we are going to show how we model the 

fracture network and how it different from Cinco-Ley hydraulic fracture model. 

In the second section of this chapter we show the behavior of the matrix block 

drainage under constant bottom hole pressure and constant rate production. Several 

sensitivity cases are made analysis toward fracture conductivity. Generally, changes are 

only made to fracture half-length and fracture permeability. 

Finally in the last section we show dimensionless variables used to characterized 

the behavior of the matrix block drainage. 

 

3.2. Flow pattern in fractured wells 

Five different flow regimes occur in the fractions and formation around a 

hydraulic fractured well1. These flow patterns include fracture linear, bilinear, formation 

linear, elliptical and pseudo-radial flow. Fracture linear flow happens in very short time 

and may not be seen because veiled by wellbore-storage effects. During this flow period, 

most of the fluid coming to the wellbore comes mainly from fluid expansion in the 

fracture and the flow is linear. During the bilinear flow periods most of the fluid entering 
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to the wellbore comes from the fracture and the formation, this flow period is going to 

last as long as the effect of the tip of the fracture has not been felt. Once the tip of the 

fracture is felt, bilinear flow is end followed by linear formation linear flow, indicates 

the end of the transient period.  

 

3.3 Single matrix block model 

 Experience shown that naturally fracture reservoir may behave according to a 

variety of reservoir flow models: (1) homogenous reservoir, (2) multi region or 

composite reservoir, (3) Anisotropic medium, (4) single fracture system and (5) Double 

porosity medium. The fault block model is similar to double porosity system, where it 

has high permeability streak surrounding the matrix block. Fig. 3-1 is a Cartesian grid 

model is generated using 2D numerical simulator to simulate a matrix block surrounded 

by fracture network. The model geometry is specified by the length a and width b. 

Simulation cases (runs) were carried out for various aspect ratio (a/b) of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 

64 and various dimensionless fracture conductivity FCD of 2, 20, 100 and 200. The 

various aspect ratio are obtained by changing the value of a and keep value b remain the 

same. 

 Hydraulic fracture has the fracture half-length of xf and the width of wf. The flow 

is coming from two perpendicular direction for hydraulic fracture model while the fault 

block only has one flow coming also perpendicular, consequently, fault block model will 

have rate of q/2 and fracture width of w/2 . The fault block model has the same fracture 

half length of xf yet is defined as a + b. Fig. 3-2 illustrates the differences 
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Fig. 3-1 – Fault block drainage model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-2 – Model equivalent of hydraulic fracture and fault block 

 

3.4 Performance of fault block. 

Several simulation cases are designed to validate analytical solution. Two 

parameters are changed for each case; fracture half-length xf and fracture permeability kf. 

Changes made to fracture half-length will reflect to aspect ratio (a/b).  
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Table 3-1 – Simulation data input 

 

Table 3-1 displays data input for the simulation run. Initial pressure is set to 

8000 psi and gas rates are 10,000 scf/d. 

Table 3-2 present several simulation cases in order to verify with analytical 

solution. Starting with various xf for a/b = 1, 8, 64 and constant kf = 100 md for constant 

bottom hole case. Next simulation cases investigating sensitivity on fracture 

permeability while xf is constant.  

 

Table 3-2 – Simulation cases of bilinear flow 
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For constant production rate, simulation conducted only for fixed fracture permeability 

and various fracture half length, because this research work emphasizes constant bottom-

hole pressure. 

 

3.4.1 Constant pwf 

Fig 3-3 displays all the cases under constant bottom-hole pressure for kf = 100 

md and a/b=1, 2, 4, 8,16,32,64. At the beginning all aspect ratio show bilinear flow due 

to finite conductivity of the fracture. At later times bilinear flow develops into linear 

flow for some of the aspect ratio. 
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Fig 3-3 – Constant pwf solution for various xf (all a/b ratio), kf = 100 md 

 

Fig 3-4 shows flow patterns developing for case a/b = 1 and a/b = 64. Both cases 

show good agreement with analytical solution for bilinear flow. Linear flow only 

develops in case a/b = 64 due the long fracture, then followed by constant pressure 

resulting into exponential rise in 1/qD. 
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Fig 3-4 – Simulation result and analytical solution under constant pwf solution for a/b = 

64 and a/b =1, kf = 100 md 

 

Fig. 3-5 through 3-7 display plot for case a/b = 1, 8, 64, they confirm that 

bilinear flow from simulation results are in good agreement with analytical solution. The 

figure are ∆m(p)/qg versus t1/4 which reflect the slope of the bilinear flow. At later times 

some points from simulation start to depart from the analytical solution, indicates that 

the bilinear flow is ended.  
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Fig 3-5 – Slope under constant pwf solution for case a/b = 1, kf = 100 md 
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Fig 3-6 – Slope under constant pwf solution for case a/b = 8, kf = 100 md 
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Fig 3-7 – Slope under constant pwf solution for case a/b = 64, kf = 100 md  

 

3.4.2 Constant rate  

Fig 3-8 displays all the cases under constant rate production for kf = 100 md and 

a/b=1, 2, 4, 8,16,32,64. At the beginning all aspect ratio show bilinear flow due to finite 

conductivity of the fracture.  

Fig 3-9 shows flow patterns developing for case a/b = 1 and a/b = 64. Both cases 

show good agreement with analytical solution for bilinear flow. At later time bilinear 

flow is followed by boundary dominated flow. 

Figs. 3-10 through 3-12 display plot for case a/b = 1, 8, 64, they confirm that 

bilinear flow from simulation results are in good agreement with analytical solution. The 

figure are ∆m(p)/qg versus t1/4 which reflect the slope of the bilinear flow. At later times 

some points from simulation start to depart from the analytical solution, indicates that 

the bilinear flow is ended.  
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Fig 3-8 – Constant rate solution for various xf (all a/b ratio), kf = 100 md 
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Fig 3-9 – Simulation result and analytical solution under constant rate solution for      

a/b = 64 and a/b =1, kf = 100 md 
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Fig 3-10 – Slope under constant rate solution for case a/b = 1, kf = 100 md 
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Fig 3-11 – Slope under constant rate solution for case a/b = 8, kf = 100 md 
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Fig 3-12 – Slope under constant rate solution for case a/b = 64, kf = 100 md 

 

3.5 Dimensionless variables 

In this section we discuss the dimensionless variables used to characterize the 

flow regime and analytical solution developed by Cinco-Ley and Guppy. The 

dimensionless variables for bilinear flow under constant pwf production are shown in 

Table 3-3 and dimensionless variables for bilinear flow under constant rate production 

are shown in Table 3-4. These dimensionless variables for gas bilinear flow are 

represented in function of the fracture half length, xf, for single block matrix xf is 

represented by total length of a + b.  

We examine, Table 3-3 and Table 3-4, the definitions of 1/qD and pWD seem to 

be equal. However, both definitions are different, in 1/qD case pwf  varies, while in pWD 

case qg varies. In Table 3-3 and Table 3-4, the real gas pseudo-pressure, m(p), is defined 

as follows 

∫=
p

p go

dp
z

ppm
µ

2)(  ………………………………………………………….(3-1) 
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Table 3-3 - Dimensionless variables for constant pwf production, matrix block 
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Table 3-4 - Dimensionless variables for constant rate production, matrix block 
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Analytical solution. The analytical solutions presented in Eq. 3-2 and Eq. 3-3 are 

applied with excellent accuray for bilinear flow into a fracture tight gas well for both 

conditions constant pwf production and constant qg production, respectively. Both 

analytical solution based on the fracture half-length. 
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Constant pwf solution 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, several aspect and results from this research work are discussed.  

Review of occurrence of each flow geometry and its background is discussed. 

 

4.2 General discussion 

It is critical to understand and recognize the flow geometry from production data 

analysis due to reservoir interpretation. Flow geometry from production data can be 

recognized using graphical interpretation of log-log diagnostic plot. Each flow geometry 

in diagnostic plot has a characteristic slope in the same period of production time. 

Type curves can help identify the appropriate reservoir model, identify the 

appropriate flow regimes for analysis, and estimate reservoir properties. They are helpful 

especially for analyzing gas well.  

The log-log diagnostic plot of pseudo pressure drop divided by gas rate, 

∆m(p)/qg, versus time is useful to identify when a flow regimes start to depart from its 

slope for either constant pwf production or constant rate production. In addition, we can 

verify simulation result with the analytical solution. 

Specialized derivative log-log plot is recommended either for constant pwf 

production and constant rate production. Dimensionless pressure drop, pWD, or reciprocal 

dimensionless production rate, 1/qD, versus dimensionless time, tD, together with 

derivative of dimensionless pressure drop, pWD', or derivative of reciprocal 

dimensionless production rate, 1/qD',  characterize clearly successive flow regime and 

transition period. 

We would expect that matrix block drainage would show the following period: 

formation bilinear flow, late linear flow, and boundary dominated flow. Fig. 3-2 shows 

the equivalent matrix block model to hydraulic fracture model, when applying analytical 

solution, only half production rate and half width of the fracture are calculated since 

most of the fluid entering the wellbore comes only from one side of the fracture. 
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Establishing normalized variable helping to determine which reservoir properties 

or reservoir geometry affected one of the several flow regimes and its time of 

occurrence.  

 

Constant pwf production. Fig. 4-1 shows log-log diagnostic plot of normalized 

dimensionless time for all aspect ratio (a/b) form Fig. 3-3. This plot displays 

dimensionless reciprocal production rate 1/qD' versus normalized dimensionless time 

tDxf/(FCD)2 . Three consecutive flow regimes occur as follows: formation bilinear flow, 

linear flow and boundary dominated flow resulting in exponential rise in 1/qD. This plot 

is also confirmed that bilinear flow is still in transient period since the effect of fracture 

tip has not been felt. In fact, for some aspect which has linear flow regime, it is also 

confirmed that linear flow is still in transient period since all the linear flow fall in one 

line. 
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Fig 4-1 – Normalized early time for all a/b under constant pwf production, kf = 100 md 
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Fig. 4-2 display dimensionless reciprocal production rate and its derivative, 1/qD' 

& 1/qD, versus dimensionless time tDxf
 for case a/b = 64. Different from dimensionless 

reciprocal production rate, its derivative shows more complete flow regimes. Starting 

from A-B, this period has slope of ½ describing like fracture linear flow, yet, it is 

originally caused by numerical error, Fig A-14 describes smaller time step. Formation 

bilinear flow develops between point B and C, recognized by slope of ¼. Point C and D 

is the transition period from formation bilinear flow to linear flow. Linear flow 

developed between point D and E, at point E the outer closed boundary starts affecting 

the flow, resulting into an exponential rise in 1/qD.  
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Fig 4-2 – (1/qD) and (1/qD') versus tDxf , a/b = 64 under constant pwf production, kf = 100 

md 

 

Fig. 4-3 display dimensionless reciprocal production rate and its derivative, 1/qD' 

& 1/qD, versus dimensionless time tDxf
 for case a/b = 1. Point A and B displays numerical 

error and it possesses ½ slopes similar to fracture linear flow. Followed by formation 

bilinear described between point B and C, recognized by slope of ¼. Unlike case a/b = 
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64 linear flow does not develop, whereas transition period, (C-D), before reservoir 

boundary felt occur. Between point D and E the outer closed boundary starts affecting 

the flow, resulting into an exponential rise in 1/qD.  
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Fig 4-3 – (1/qD) and (1/qD') versus tDxf, a/b = 1 under constant pwf production, kf = 100 

md 

 

Fig. 4-4 displays dimensionless reciprocal production rate and its derivative, 

1/qD' & 1/qD, versus dimensionless normalized time tDxf/(FCD)2 . The plot shows that for 

a/b < 32, linear flow does not develop, yet for a/b = 16 transition period occurs instead 

linear flow period followed by boundary dominated flow. Point A and B displays 

numerical error and it possesses ½ slopes similar to fracture linear flow. Followed by 

formation bilinear described between point B and C, recognized by slope of ¼. Unlike 

case a/b = 64 linear flow does not develop, whereas transition period, (C-D), before 

reservoir boundary felt occur. Between point D and E the outer closed boundary starts 

affecting the flow, resulting into an exponential rise in 1/qD.  
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Fig 4-4 – (1/qD) and (1/qD') versus tDxf, all a/b under constant pwf production, kf = 100 md 

 

Constant rate production. Fig. 4-5 shows log-log diagnostic plot of normalized 

dimensionless time for all aspect ratio (a/b) form Fig. 3-8. This plot displays 

dimensionless pressure drop pWD versus normalized dimensionless time tDxf/(FCD)2 . Two 

consecutive flow regimes occur as follows: formation bilinear flow, linear flow. This 

plot is also confirmed that bilinear flow is still in transient period since the effect of 

fracture tip has not been felt. In fact, for some aspect which has linear flow regime, it is 

also confirmed that linear flow is still in transient period since all the linear flow fall in 

one line.  
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Fig 4-5 – Normalized early time for all a/b under constant rate production, kf = 100 md 

 

Fig. 4-6 display dimensionless pressure drop and its derivative, pWD & pWD', 

versus dimensionless time tDxf
 for case a/b = 64. Different from dimensionless production 

rate, its derivative shows more complete flow regimes. Starting from A-B, this period 

has slope of ½ describing like fracture linear flow, yet, it is originally caused by 

numerical error. Formation bilinear flow develops between point B and C, recognized by 

slope of ¼. Point C and D is the transition period from formation bilinear flow to linear 

flow. Linear flow developed between point D and E, at point E the constant pressure 

boundary starts affecting the flow.  
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Fig 4-6 – (pWD) and (pWD') versus tDxf , a/b = 64 under constant rate production, kf = 100 

md 

 

Fig. 4-7 display dimensionless pressure drop and its derivative, pWD & pWD', 

versus dimensionless time tDxf
 for case a/b = 1. Point A and B displays numerical error 

and it possesses ½ slope similar to fracture linear flow. Followed by formation bilinear 

described between point B and C, recognized by slope of ¼. Unlike case a/b = 64 linear 

flow does not develop, whereas transition period, (C-D), before reservoir boundary felt 

in point D.  
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Fig 4-7 – (pWD) and (pWD') versus tDxf, a/b = 1 under constant rate production, kf = 100 

md 
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Fig 4-8 – (pWD) and (pWD') versus tDxf, all a/b under constant rate production, kf = 100 md 
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Fig. 4-8 displays dimensionless pressure drop and its derivative, pWD & pWD', 

versus dimensionless normalized time tDxf/(FCD)2 . The plot shows that for a/b < 32, 

linear flow does not develop, yet for a/b = 16 transition period occurs instead linear flow  

period followed by boundary dominated flow. 

Fig. 4-9 − Bilinear flow for a/b = 64 at tDxf  = 10-11 under constant pwf production, kf = 

100 md, FCD = 1. 

 

Linear flow period. Not all the reservoir geometry experiences the linear flow. Linear 

flow only developed for a/b > 16, whereas a/b < 16 exhibits bilinear flow followed by 

boundary dominated flow. First hypothesis is that linear flow developed when the 

bilinear flow reach fracture tip and pressure drop exhibit from matrix to all direction to 

the well bore. Fig. 4-9 shows graphical explanation of the occurrence of bilinear flow for 

a/b = 64, it displays pressure drop in matrix and also in the fracture. Fig. 4.10 shows 

how the linear flow developed, instead of reaching the fracture tip, the pressure in the 

two adjacent fractures and the matrix are stabilized creating pressure drop only in one 

direction.  
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Fig. 4-10− Linear flow for a/b = 64 at tDxf = 5 10-5 under constant pwf production, kf = 

100 md FCD = 1. 

 

Case a/b = 1 does not demonstrate linear flow due to small reservoir size. At 

early time it exhibit bilinear flow just like case a/b = 64. Later time, when the bilinear 

flow hits the fracture tips, start to exhibit boundary dominated flow. Fig. 4-11 and Fig. 

4-12 show graphical explanation. 
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Fig. 4-11− Bilinear flow for a/b = 1 at tDxf = 2 10-8 under constant pwf production, kf 

=100 md, FCD = 35. 

Fig. 4-12− Linear flow for a/b = 1 at tDxf = 2 10-4 under constant pwf production, kf = 100 

md, FCD = 35. 
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Dimensionless variables. Dimensionless variables defined in Table 3-3 are common for 

practical used. . So far, the results present constant value for each dimensionless 

variable. To assure that defined dimensionless variables are adequate enough to 

characterize the problem, one case where a/b = 64 and FCD = 200 is chosen. Table 4-1 

shows dimensionless variables changed.  

 

Table 4-1 – Dimensionless variables changed for a/b = 64, FCD = 200  

Variables base kmatrix pi & pwf φmatrix Temp xf  

kmatrix (md) 0.001 0.01
Temp (R) 610 660

φmatrix 0.01 0.1
pi (psi) 8000 6000

pwf (psi) 7000 5000
kfracture (md) 18596.56 185965.59 36327.709
xfracture (ft) 65087 127146.98
ct (psi-1) 5.381 10-5 9.072 10-5 6.109 10-5 

µ g (cp) 0.03436 0.02917 0.03206  
 

Column base shows original data and the rest of the columns show the changed 

variables. kmatrix column explains that permeability of the matrix changed from original 

value, consequently fracture permeability also changed since a/b and FCD is constant. 

Similar process occur when change fracture half length, xf, consequently permeability is 

also changed. Altering initial pressure and wellbore-pressure will change total 

compressibility, ct, and gas viscosity, µg, because simulator (GASSIM) calculates these 

two dependent pressure variables using correlation, similar procedure occur when 

altering temperature. Fig. 4-13 shows the result of variables changed. 
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Fig. 4-13 − Change of dimensionless variables for a/b = 64 and FCD = 200 

 

Late time. As well as early time, we can also normalize the late time. Fig. 4-14 shows 

graphical plot of pWD versus tDA in log-log scale. At early time, we observed numerical 

error for all a/b before the bilinear flow develop. Case where a/b = 64, linear flow was 

observed after bilinear flow. At late time, all cases start to develop unit slope of one and 

merge into one line.  
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Fig 4-14 – Normalized late time for all a/b under constant rate production, kf = 100 md 

 

4.3 Future work 

In function of the research topic, the following recommendations and future 

research work are made to improve the research. 

1. Investigate simulation case under constant rate production. 

2. Incorporating single matrix block drainage into warren-root naturally fracture 

model. 

3. And applying this single matrix block to well performance. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This work presents the result of performance of bilinear flow in single matrix 

block drainage. From this work, the following conclusions have been reached. 

1. The single matrix block drainage model has early bilinear flow period which is 

equivalent to the analytical solution developed by Cinco-Ley et. al2 and Guppy et. 

al14. 

2. Linear flow was observed after bilinear flow for cases which has a/b greater than 16 

and dimensionless fracture conductivity (FCD) less than 2. 

3. When linear flow was observed for constant pwf case, it was for flow in the 

longitudinal direction, not perpendicular to fracture faces. 

4. The variables and parameters tDxf, 1/qD or pWD, FCD, and aspect ratio (a/b) seem to 

completely define behavior of matrix block drainage for case of constant pwf. 

5. Linear flow does not develop earlier than bilinear flow, as suggesting in the 

literature, rather, bilinear flow behavior begins at time = 0 for case of constant pwf. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Variables 

A = Drainage area, L2 [ft2] 

a = length of matrix block, L [ft] 

b = width of matrix block, L [ft] 

Bgi = initial gas formation volume factor, L3/L3 [rcf/scf] 

cf = formation (rock) compressibility, Lt2/m,  [psia-1] 

cg = gas compressibility, Lt2/m, [psia-1] 

ct = total system compressibility, Lt2/m, [ psia-1], [= fwiwoogg cScScSc +++ ] 

cw = water compressibility, Lt2/m [psia-1] 

dp/dL = potential gradient in the flow direction, psi/in, atm/cm 

FCD = dimensionless fracture conductivity [= kfw/kxf ] 

h  = net reservoir thickness, (hnet), L, [ft] 

k = permeability of the reservoir, L2 , [md] 

kf = fracture permeability (fracture referred to bulk volume), L2, [md] 

km = matrix permeability of a homogeneous rock, L2, [md] 

mD = dimensionless pseudo-pressure 

mDL = dimensionless gas real pseudo-pressure  [= TqpmAk gc 1424/)(∆ ] 

m(p) = real gas pseudo-pressure, m/Lt3, [psia2/cp] 

m( p )  = real gas pseudo-pressure at average reservoir pressure, m/Lt3,  [psia2/cp] 

m(pi) = real gas pseudo-pressure at initial pressure, m/Lt3, [psia2/cp] 

m(pwf) = real gas pseudo-pressure at flowing bottomhole pressure, m/Lt3, [psia2/cp] 

p = absolute pressure, m/Lt2, [psia] 

p  = average reservoir pressure, m/Lt2 , [psia] 

pD = dimensionless pressure 

pi = initial reservoir pressure, m/Lt2, [psia] 

po = reference pressure, m/Lt2, [psia] 

pwD = dimensionless pressure at the wellbore 
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pwf = flowing bottomhole pressure, (BHFP), m/Lt2 , [psia] 

q = production rate, L3/t, [stb/D] 

qD = dimensionless rate at the wellbore 

qg = gas production, L3/t , [Mscf/D] 

t = time, t, [days] 

tD = dimensionless time [= 0.00633kt/φµgctr2
w ] 

tDA = dimensionless time [= 0.00633kt/φµgctA ] 

tDxf = dimensionless time  [= 0.00633kt/φµgctxf 
2 ] 

T = reservoir temperature, T,  [oR] 

Vp = pore volume of the reservoir, L3, [rcf] 

w = width of the fracture, (w), L, [ft] 

xf = fracture half-length, L, [ft] 

z = gas compressibility factor 

 

Greek Symbols 

φ = porosity, [fraction] 

γg = gas specific gravity (air = 1) 

µ = viscosity, m/Lt, [cp] 

µg = gas viscosity, m/Lt, [cp] 

ρ = fluid density, [lbm/ft3, gm/cm3] (water = 1) 

∆m(p) = drop of pseudo pressure, [psia2/cp], [= m(pi)-m(pwf) ] 

∆p = drop of pressure [= pi-pwf ], [psi] 

π  = constant 
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APPENDIX A 
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Fig A-1 – Slope under constant pwf solution for case a/b = 2, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-2 – Slope under constant pwf solution for case a/b = 4, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-3 – Slope under constant pwf solution for case a/b = 16, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-4 – Slope under constant pwf solution for case a/b = 32, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-5 – Slope under constant rate solution for case a/b = 2, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-6 – Slope under constant rate solution for case a/b =4, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-7 – Slope under constant rate solution for case a/b =16, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-8 – Slope under constant rate solution for case a/b =32, kf = 100 md 
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Fig A-9 – (1/qD) and (1/qD') versus tDxf/(FCD)2 , all a/b under constant pwf production, FcD 

= 20 
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Fig A-10 – (1/qD) and (1/qD') versus tDxf/(FCD)2 , all a/b under constant pwf production, 

FcD = 2 
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Fig A-11 – (1/qD) and (1/qD') versus tDxf/(FCD)2 , all a/b under constant pwf production, 

FcD = 200 
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Fig A-12 – (pWD) and (pWD') versus tDxf/(FCD)2 , all a/b under constant rate production, 

FcD = 2 
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Fig A-12 – (pWD) and (pWD') versus tDxf/(FCD)2 , all a/b under constant rate production, 

FcD = 20 
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Fig A-13 – (pWD) and (pWD') versus tDxf/(FCD)2 , all a/b under constant rate production, 

FcD = 200 
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Fig A-14 – (1/qD) and (1/qD') versus tDxf , a/b = 64 under constant pwf production, kf = 

100 md, FCD = 1 
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APPENDIX B 

SIMULATION DATA SET 

 

B-1 − CMG a/b = 64, Constant production pwf 
RESULTS SIMULATOR IMEX 
RESULTS SECTION INOUT 
*INUNIT *FIELD 
 
*OUTUNIT *FIELD  
 
 
*INTERRUPT *RESTART-STOP 
*RANGECHECK *ON   
*XDR *ON   
*MAXERROR  20 
 
 
 
 
RESULTS XOFFSET 0. 
RESULTS YOFFSET 0. 
RESULTS ROTATION 0 
RESULTS AXES-DIRECTIONS 1. -1. 1. 
 
GRID VARI 54 34 1 
KDIR DOWN 
 
DI IVAR  
  0.35 0.423 0.6345 0.95175 1.42763 2.14144 3.21216 4.81823 
7.22735                10.84103 
  16.26154 24.39231 36.58847 54.8827 82.32405 123.48608 185.22912 
277.84367 
  416.76551 625.14827 937.7224 1406.5836 2109.8754 3164.81309 
4747.21964 
  7120.82946 2*10681.24419 7120.82946 4747.21964 3164.81309 
2109.8754 1406.5836 
  937.7224 625.14827 416.76551 277.84367 185.22912 123.48608 
82.32405 54.8827 
  36.58847 24.39231 16.26154 10.84103 7.22735 4.81823 3.21216 
2.14144 1.42762 
  0.95175 0.6345 0.423 0.35 
 
DJ JVAR  
  0.35 0.423 0.6345 0.95175 1.42763 2.14144 3.21216 4.81823 
7.22735 10.84103 
  16.26154 24.39231 36.58847 54.8827 82.32405 123.48608 2*130.78 
123.48608 
  82.32405 54.8827 36.58847 24.39231 16.26154 10.84103 7.22735 
4.81823 3.21216 
  2.14144 1.42763 0.95175 0.6345 0.423 0.35 
 
DK CON 200.  
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PAYDEPTH ALL  
  1836*6100. 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP NULL  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 1  Maximum Value: 1 
**$ 0 = NULL block, 1 = Active block 
NULL CON 1. 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PINCHOUTARRAY  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 1  Maximum Value: 1 
**$ 0 = PINCHED block, 1 = Active block 
PINCHOUTARRAY CON 1. 
RESULTS SECTION GRID 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Grid Thickness' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 200 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Grid Top' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 6000 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
RESULTS SECTION NETPAY 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Net Pay' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 200 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP NETPAY  Units: ft 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 200  Maximum Value: 200 
NETPAY CON 200. 
RESULTS SECTION NETGROSS 
RESULTS SECTION POR 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Porosity' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.01 
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RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP POR  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.0001  Maximum Value: 0.01 
POR ALL 
  1836*0.01 
MOD 1:54 1:1 1:1 = 0.0001 
  1:1 1:34 1:1 = 0.0001 
  1:54 34:34 1:1 = 0.0001 
  54:54 1:34 1:1 = 0.0001 
RESULTS SECTION PERMS 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Permeability J' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.001 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Permeability I' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.001 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Permeability K' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PERMI  Units: md 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.001  Maximum Value: 100 
PERMI ALL 
  1836*0.001 
MOD 1:54 1:1 1:1 = 100 
  1:1 1:34 1:1 = 100 
  1:54 34:34 1:1 = 100 
  54:54 1:34 1:1 = 100 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PERMJ  Units: md 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.001  Maximum Value: 100 
PERMJ ALL 
  1836*0.001 
MOD 1:54 1:1 1:1 = 100 
  1:1 1:34 1:1 = 100 
  1:54 34:34 1:1 = 100 
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  54:54 1:34 1:1 = 100 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PERMK  Units: md 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0  Maximum Value: 0 
PERMK CON 0 
RESULTS SECTION TRANS 
RESULTS SECTION FRACS 
RESULTS SECTION GRIDNONARRAYS 
CPOR  MATRIX   4.E-06 
PRPOR MATRIX   8000. 
 
RESULTS SECTION VOLMOD 
RESULTS SECTION SECTORLEASE 
 
RESULTS SECTION ROCKCOMPACTION 
RESULTS SECTION GRIDOTHER 
RESULTS SECTION MODEL 
MODEL *GASWATER 
**$ OilGas Table 'Table A' 
*PVTG *BG 1 
**  P        BG       VisG      
7000 0.000502966 0.031887247 
7020 0.00050228 0.031939053 
7050 0.00050126 0.032016586 
7080 0.00050025 0.03209391 
7110 0.00049925 0.032171025 
7140 0.000498259 0.032247933 
7170 0.000497277 0.032324634 
7200 0.000496305 0.032401129 
7230 0.000495342 0.03247742 
7260 0.000494388 0.032553507 
7290 0.000493443 0.032629392 
7320 0.000492507 0.032705075 
7350 0.000491579 0.032780558 
7380 0.00049066 0.03285584 
7410 0.00048975 0.032930924 
7440 0.000488847 0.033005811 
7470 0.000487953 0.033080501 
7500 0.000487067 0.033154995 
7530 0.000486189 0.033229295 
7560 0.000485318 0.0333034 
7590 0.000484456 0.033377313 
7620 0.0004836 0.033451035 
7650 0.000482753 0.033524565 
7680 0.000481913 0.033597906 
7710 0.00048108 0.033671059 
7740 0.000480254 0.033744023 
7770 0.000479435 0.0338168 
7800 0.000478624 0.033889392 
7830 0.000477819 0.033961799 
7860 0.000477021 0.034034022 
7890 0.00047623 0.034106062 
7920 0.000475445 0.03417792 
7950 0.000474667 0.034249596 
7980 0.000473896 0.034321093 
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8000 0.000473385 0.034368658 
 
*DENSITY *GAS 0.0610396 
*DENSITY *WATER 45.26735 
*BWI      1.38812 
*CW       4.E-06 
**CW       1.56653E-05 
*REFPW    8000. 
*VWI      0.21383 
*CVW      0 
 
RESULTS SECTION MODELARRAYS 
 
RESULTS SECTION ROCKFLUID 
 
*ROCKFLUID 
 
 
*RPT 1  
*SWT  
0.500000  0.000000  0.000000    
1.000000  0.000000  0.000000    
 
*SGT  
0.000000  0.000000    
0.500000  1.000000    
 
*MODBUILDER *TYPE:1_KRWRG_KRGRW_SWCON_SGCON_SWCR_SGCR_NW_NG 
*1_0_1_0_0_0_0_1_2  **$ ModelBuilder passed through this Keyword 
 
*KROIL *STONE2 *SWSG 
 
 
RESULTS SECTION ROCKARRAYS 
RESULTS SECTION INIT 
*INITIAL 
*USER_INPUT 
*DATUMDEPTH 8000.   *INITIAL 
**$ Data for PVT Region 1 
**$ ------------------------------------- 
*REFDEPTH 6000. 
*REFPRES 8000. 
 
*GOC_PC 0 
*WOC_PC 0 
 
 
RESULTS SECTION INITARRAYS 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Initial Water Saturation' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
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RESULTS SPEC CON 0.5 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Pressure' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 8000 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Water Saturation' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.5 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP SW  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.5  Maximum Value: 0.5 
SW CON 0.5 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PRES  Units: psi 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 8000  Maximum Value: 8000 
PRES CON 8000. 
RESULTS SECTION NUMERICAL 
*NUMERICAL 
*DTMAX 50. 
*DTMIN 1.E-05 
**NCUTS 4 
*NORM *PRESS 435.113 
*NORM *PBUB 435.113 
  
RESULTS SECTION NUMARRAYS 
RESULTS SECTION GBKEYWORDS 
RUN 
 
 
 
 
DATE 1901 01 01. 
 
WELL  1 'NewWell'  
PRODUCER 'NewWell'  
OPERATE MIN BHP  7000. CONT 
 
**         rad  geofac  wfrac skin 
PERF WI   'NewWell' 
 1 1 1 15000. OPEN FLOW-TO 'SURFACE' 
 
 
OPEN 'NewWell' 
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TIME 0.0000925926 
 
TIME 0.0002199074 
 
TIME 0.000358796 
 
TIME 0.00056713 
 
TIME 7300 
 
TIME 300000 
 
 
STOP 
***************************** TERMINATE SIMULATION 
***************************** 
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B-2 − CMG a/b = 1, Constant production pwf 
 
RESULTS SECTION WELLDATA 
RESULTS SECTION PERFS 
 
RESULTS SIMULATOR IMEX 
RESULTS SECTION INOUT 
*INUNIT *FIELD 
 
*OUTUNIT *FIELD  
 
 
*INTERRUPT *RESTART-STOP 
*RANGECHECK *ON   
*XDR *ON   
*MAXERROR  20 
 
 
 
 
RESULTS XOFFSET 0. 
RESULTS YOFFSET 0. 
RESULTS ROTATION 0 
RESULTS AXES-DIRECTIONS 1. -1. 1. 
 
GRID VARI 34 34 1 
KDIR DOWN 
 
DI IVAR  
  0.35 0.423 0.6345 0.95175 1.42763 2.14144 3.21216 4.81823 
7.22735 10.84103 
  16.26154 24.39231 36.58847 54.8827 82.32405 123.48608 2*130.78 
123.48608 
  82.32405 54.8827 36.58847 24.39231 16.26154 10.84103 7.22735 
4.81823 3.21216 
  2.14144 1.42763 0.95175 0.6345 0.423 0.35 
 
DJ JVAR  
  0.35 0.423 0.6345 0.95175 1.42763 2.14144 3.21216 4.81823 
7.22735 10.84103 
  16.26154 24.39231 36.58847 54.8827 82.32405 123.48608 2*130.78 
123.48608 
  82.32405 54.8827 36.58847 24.39231 16.26154 10.84103 7.22735 
4.81823 3.21216 
  2.14144 1.42763 0.95175 0.6345 0.423 0.35 
 
DK CON 200.  
PAYDEPTH ALL  
  1156*6100. 
 
 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP NULL  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 1  Maximum Value: 1 
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**$ 0 = NULL block, 1 = Active block 
NULL CON 1. 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PINCHOUTARRAY  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 1  Maximum Value: 1 
**$ 0 = PINCHED block, 1 = Active block 
PINCHOUTARRAY CON 1. 
RESULTS SECTION GRID 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Grid Thickness' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 200 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Grid Top' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 6000 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
RESULTS SECTION NETPAY 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Net Pay' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 200 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP NETPAY  Units: ft 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 200  Maximum Value: 200 
NETPAY CON 200. 
RESULTS SECTION NETGROSS 
RESULTS SECTION POR 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Porosity' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.01 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP POR  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.0001  Maximum Value: 0.01 
POR ALL 
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  1156*0.01 
MOD 1:34 1:1 1:1 = 0.0001 
  1:1 1:34 1:1 = 0.0001 
  1:34 34:34 1:1 = 0.0001 
  34:34 1:34 1:1 = 0.0001 
RESULTS SECTION PERMS 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Permeability J' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.001 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Permeability I' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.001 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Permeability K' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PERMI  Units: md 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.001  Maximum Value: 100 
PERMI ALL 
  1156*0.001 
MOD 1:34 1:1 1:1 = 100 
  1:1 1:34 1:1 = 100 
  1:34 34:34 1:1 = 100 
  34:34 1:34 1:1 = 100 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PERMJ  Units: md 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.001  Maximum Value: 100 
PERMJ ALL 
  1156*0.001 
MOD 1:34 1:1 1:1 = 100 
  1:1 1:34 1:1 = 100 
  1:34 34:34 1:1 = 100 
  34:34 1:34 1:1 = 100 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PERMK  Units: md 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0  Maximum Value: 0 
PERMK CON 0 
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RESULTS SECTION TRANS 
RESULTS SECTION FRACS 
RESULTS SECTION GRIDNONARRAYS 
CPOR  MATRIX   4.E-06 
PRPOR MATRIX   8000. 
 
RESULTS SECTION VOLMOD 
RESULTS SECTION SECTORLEASE 
 
RESULTS SECTION ROCKCOMPACTION 
RESULTS SECTION GRIDOTHER 
RESULTS SECTION MODEL 
MODEL *GASWATER 
**$ OilGas Table 'Table A' 
*PVTG *BG 1 
**  P        BG       VisG      
7000 0.000502966 0.031887247 
7020 0.00050228 0.031939053 
7050 0.00050126 0.032016586 
7080 0.00050025 0.03209391 
7110 0.00049925 0.032171025 
7140 0.000498259 0.032247933 
7170 0.000497277 0.032324634 
7200 0.000496305 0.032401129 
7230 0.000495342 0.03247742 
7260 0.000494388 0.032553507 
7290 0.000493443 0.032629392 
7320 0.000492507 0.032705075 
7350 0.000491579 0.032780558 
7380 0.00049066 0.03285584 
7410 0.00048975 0.032930924 
7440 0.000488847 0.033005811 
7470 0.000487953 0.033080501 
7500 0.000487067 0.033154995 
7530 0.000486189 0.033229295 
7560 0.000485318 0.0333034 
7590 0.000484456 0.033377313 
7620 0.0004836 0.033451035 
7650 0.000482753 0.033524565 
7680 0.000481913 0.033597906 
7710 0.00048108 0.033671059 
7740 0.000480254 0.033744023 
7770 0.000479435 0.0338168 
7800 0.000478624 0.033889392 
7830 0.000477819 0.033961799 
7860 0.000477021 0.034034022 
7890 0.00047623 0.034106062 
7920 0.000475445 0.03417792 
7950 0.000474667 0.034249596 
7980 0.000473896 0.034321093 
8000 0.000473385 0.034368658 
 
*DENSITY *GAS 0.0610396 
*DENSITY *WATER 45.26735 
*BWI      1.38812 
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*CW       0.000004 
**CW       1.56653E-05 
*REFPW    8000. 
*VWI      0.21383 
*CVW      0 
 
RESULTS SECTION MODELARRAYS 
RESULTS SECTION ROCKFLUID 
 
*ROCKFLUID 
 
 
*RPT 1  
*SWT  
0.500000  0.000000  0.000000    
1.000000  0.000000  0.000000    
 
*SGT  
0.000000  0.000000    
0.500000  1.000000    
 
*MODBUILDER *TYPE:1_KRWRG_KRGRW_SWCON_SGCON_SWCR_SGCR_NW_NG 
*1_0_1_0_0_0_0_1_2  **$ ModelBuilder passed through this Keyword 
 
*KROIL *STONE2 *SWSG 
 
 
RESULTS SECTION ROCKARRAYS 
RESULTS SECTION INIT 
*INITIAL 
*USER_INPUT 
*DATUMDEPTH 8000.   *INITIAL 
**$ Data for PVT Region 1 
**$ ------------------------------------- 
*REFDEPTH 6000. 
*REFPRES 8000. 
 
*GOC_PC 0 
*WOC_PC 0 
 
 
RESULTS SECTION INITARRAYS 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Initial Water Saturation' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.5 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Pressure' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
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RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 8000 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
RESULTS SPEC 'Water Saturation' 
RESULTS SPEC SPECNOTCALCVAL 0 
RESULTS SPEC REGION 'All Layers (Whole Grid)' 
RESULTS SPEC REGIONTYPE 0 
RESULTS SPEC LAYERNUMB 0 
RESULTS SPEC PORTYPE 1 
RESULTS SPEC CON 0.5 
RESULTS SPEC STOP 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP SW  Units: Dimensionless  
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 0.5  Maximum Value: 0.5 
SW CON 0.5 
 
**$ RESULTS PROP PRES  Units: psi 
**$ RESULTS PROP Minimum Value: 8000  Maximum Value: 8000 
PRES CON 8000. 
RESULTS SECTION NUMERICAL 
*NUMERICAL 
*DTMAX 50. 
*DTMIN 1.E-05 
**NCUTS 6 
*NORM *PRESS 435.113 
*NORM *PBUB 435.113 
  
RESULTS SECTION NUMARRAYS 
RESULTS SECTION GBKEYWORDS 
RUN 
 
DATE 1901 01 01. 
 
WELL  1 'NewWell'  
 
PRODUCER 'NewWell'  
OPERATE MIN BHP  7000. CONT 
 
**GEOMETRY K 0.05 0.43 0.25 0. 
**PERF GEO   'NewWell' 
** 1 1 1 1. OPEN FLOW-TO 'SURFACE'  
 
PERF WI   'NewWell' 
 1 1 1 15000. OPEN FLOW-TO 'SURFACE' 
 
 
OPEN 'NewWell' 
 
TIME 0.0000925926 
 
TIME 0.0002199074 
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TIME 0.000358796 
 
TIME 0.00056713 
 
TIME 0.000810185 
 
TIME 6865.43 
 
TIME 7300 
 
 
STOP 
***************************** TERMINATE SIMULATION 
***************************** 
 
RESULTS SECTION WELLDATA 
RESULTS SECTION PERFS 
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